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Do Everything
Steven Curtis Chapman

Intro:
C      G       Dm        F      C      G       Dm        F
                                oh oh oh oh... 

Verse 1 (0:20):
        C                                         G
   Your picking up toys on the livingroom floor 
                                          for the 15th time today
        Dm                                        F
        Matching up socks  Sweeping up lost cheerios that got away
        C                                         G
U put a baby on your hip; color on your           lips & head out the door
        Dm    
While I may not know you, I bet I know you

Prechorus 1 (0:37):
F                         G
Wonder sometimes, does it matter at all?
Am            G                F
Well let me remind you, it all matters just as long

Chorus 1 (0:47):
          C                           G                    
as you do everything you do    to the glory of the One 
          Dm                          F
      who made you,          cause He made you,
          C                           G                    
    To do every little thing that you do to bring a smile 
          Dm                          C/E
   to His face      Tell the story of grace with every move 
          Am            G             F  
 that you make                           and every little thing you 

Intro 2 (1:10): 
C      G       Dm        F
do   oh oh oh oh... 

Verse 2 (1:20):
        C                                           G
  Maybe your that guy with the suit and tie   Maybe your shirt sez your name
        Dm                                          F
U may-b hooking up mergers cooking up burgers 
                                          But @ the end of the day
        C                                           G



        Little stuff Big stuff In between stuff     God sees it all the same
        Dm    
While I may not know you, I bet I know you

Prechorus 2 (1:37):
F                         G
Wonder sometimes, does it matter at all?
Am            G                F
Well let me remind you, it all matters just as long

Chorus 2 (1:46):
          C                           G                    
As you do everything you do    to the glory of the One 
          Dm                          F
      who made you,          cause He made you,
          C                           G                    
    To do every little thing that you do to bring a smile 
          Dm                          C/E
   to His face      Tell the story of grace with every move 
          Am            G             F  
 that you make                           and every thing you 

Bridge (2:09):
F                                G                    
    Maybe you re sitting in math class or maybe on a mission in the Con-
Am                               G/B      G        C       C/E
go or maybe your working at the office singing along with the radio
F                                G
    Maybe you re dining at   a 5-star or feeding orphans in Myan-
Am                               G/B      G        C       C/E
mar; anywhere & everywhere that you are               Whatever you
F                                G
do,                       it all matters.      So do what you
Dm                               G
do                 Don t ever forget

Chorus 3 (2:38): (pull back; acoustic and drums only; add more half way)
          C                           G                    
    to do everything you do    to the glory of the One 
          Dm                          F
      who made you,          cause He made you,
          C                           G                    
    To do every little thing that you do to bring a smile 
          Dm                          C/E
   to His face      Tell the story of grace with every move    as you do
   
Chorus 4 (2:57): (pull back; acoustic and drums only; add more half way)
          C                           G                    
          everything you do    to the glory of the One 



          Dm                          F
      who made you,          cause He made you,
          C                           G                    
    To do every little thing that you do to bring a smile 
          Dm                          C/E
   to His face      Tell the story of grace with every move 
          Am            G             F  
 that you make                           and every little thing you 

Outro (1:10): 
||: C      G       Dm        F  :||  2X    end on C 
    do   oh oh oh oh... 

Notes: Originally, Chapman used DADGAD tuning for this song. So this is a
compromise tuning that also puts it in a key that most people can use without
a capo also. See his website for an instructional video on how to play this
song if you really want to get it exact.


